Kayaks to compete indoors

A canoe race in the pool? They said it couldn’t be done. MIT’s White Water Club will do it, though. The second annual MIT-New England Kayak and Canoe Slalom will be held tomorrow night, at 7 pm in the Alumni Pool. Admission is 50 cents; free tickets are available to members of the MIT community in the lobby of Building 10 and at the pool desk.

Fierce contestants
Among the participants will be students from schools throughout New England, including MIT, Harvard, University of New Hampshire, University of Rhode Island, University of Maine, and the University of Vermont. The event will be a performance of advanced canoe techniques by Steve Borden, Steve Givot and Alan Fuchs, who contributed six wins and two losses. The Brown varsity to unseat for experience. You will assume responsibility in machine design and background in hydraulics and mathematical analysis.

Second nationwide Debate team gains stature
Room 606 of the Student Center provides the base for an MIT team that is solidifying its position as one of the best in the nation. Though young and somewhat inexperienced, the MIT debate team has worked its way into the national bracket. After a slow start, the team won second place in a nationwide competition. The team of Barry Rosenbaum ’79 and Dan Wolfe ’91 just a 3-2 decision in the final round of the Emporia Classic. In its most recent competition, the Empire Institute Tournament, the team scored its second place success. Bill Arthur ’88 and Rosenbaum went 7-3 in the preliminary rounds and defeated the University of the Pacific in the octofinals before dropping a 3-4 decision to Wichita State — the team that went on to win the meet with a 7-0 decision in the final round. The team’s second place overall record as Gary Estes ’88 and Joe Anglund ’77 contributed six wins and two losses. The Brown University Tournament provided a pleasant surprise for the team. Four freshmen were sent to this invitational tournament for experience. When their “experiences” were completed, Arthur, Craig Richardson, Steve Glotz and Alan Fuchs had won first place. Anglund was second, and excellence best debate, Rotterdam third in century and Anglund won.

ACE poll shows frost attitudes
(Continued from Page 4)

You will find expanding horizons and career fulfillment at IMPCO. All the knowledge you have gained at school will find practical application; working with top engineers your technical competence will rapidly increase. Your assignments will be broad in scope, with total project involvement. You will assume responsibility in machine design or project engineering as rapidly as you demonstrate capabilities. Some assignments require special interest and background in hydraulics and mathematical analysis.

...is an international leader in the design and production of machinery for the pulp and paper, and plastic molding industries — a solid company with outstanding growth rate and heavy non-defense commitments. Modern, well-equipped facilities in a spacious 63-acre site.

Both at work and in your personal living, New Hampshire offers room to breathe, room to grow. No state sales or income tax, low insurance rates. Incomparable recreation areas in your backyard, yet Nashua is only one hour from the cultural and entertainment centers of downtown Boston.

A company representative will be on campus Monday, February 12. Please contact your Placement Director for interview appointment.

SCEP panel to examine effects of MIT on students

How does an MIT education affect a student’s personality? What promises does it create, and how does it change a student’s motivations in school and his ability to function after graduation? How can the environment be manipulated to alter undesirable aspects of life at MIT?

These questions will be discussed by a faculty panel, under the sponsorship of the Student Committee on Educational Policy, Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 8 p.m., in the Student Center Memorial Lounge. Panelists will be Prof. Walter Rosenblith, Chairman of the Faculty; Undergraduate Planning Professor George Valley; Dr. Benson Stifel, the Psychiatrist-in-Chief; and Prof. J. Furrer of the Sloan School, Moderator of the panel for SCEP will be Alan R. Miller ’69.
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